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In its comparatively brief history, the field of measuremA and

assessment has been developed progressively to provide more adequate

4

descriptions of both individuals and groups. Measurement of the

characteristics of individuals has, in fact, captured afar greater

share of theattention of educators and psychometricians than tias the

measurement of group characteristics. To an increasing extent, however,

the measures used to provide information aboui individuals are designed

for and.administered uniformly to groups of examinees and the score are

reported uniformly to all members of the group. Little attention is

given to the characteristics of individual performance lyond the bare

fact of a .scaled score, Usually expressed in relation to a group norm.

I believe we are unintentionally and unconsciously missing a great

deal of important information about the individual through the conventional

process that I,have just described. Not only are weAissing that information

-- we being those who develop and use the tests -- but, more importantly,

the individual examinees themselves are missing information that would be

, satisfying and useful to, them. The deficiencies are:most serious, I

believe, when those individuals are engaged in non-formal education as

contrasted with education in. the more conventional school-classroom

settings.that have dominated our thinking in the designing of instruments

and programs. I shall illustrate my cOncern by talking mainly about two

areas of current work 'at ETS and elsewhere:

first, an attempt to develop and apply techniques,to assess the

educational value of life experiences out-of-school experiences

-- of individuals, especially adults contemplating new. educational or

work experiences,
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seconcLan attempt to
111

provide more complete and analyt14a1 information

to the examinee about the nature and quality of his or her test

performance than is typically conveyed in a numerical score report.

This latter effort is applicable whether one is llooking at performance

in lion-formal or formal, settings..

Non-Traditional Study-in-the U.S.

In introducing;the topic of assessing the\individual'in non-traditiona1/4k

study, I should perhaps mention:that conc''?n with the topic of the older

student both an and off campus is strong and fairly' new in my own country.

The than in interest in higher education ig the United States,

is illustrated by the fact that colleges and universities Wave increased

their enrollment of students over-35 years old by more than one-third

over the past five years.* And many more of these students who are

"older" by traditional standards are involved in non-formal education

. rather than reyularly.enrolled. Let me q ote froM an article by Peter

Ut=ucker that appeared this month in The hronicle of Hi her-Education, a

publication widely read in the United States. It illustrates the fact

that non-traditional or non-formal-Aduc tion is a preoccupation not only

in' many countries that have been called underdeveloped but in some that

have been called overdeveloped as wells

4

*The Chronicle of Highet Education, May 4, 1981, p.3 (Article by Jacks

Mayarrell, quoting data from U.S. Census Bureau)
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Drucker,',s article says:

. "Demand for education is 'actually going up, not down. What is

going down, and fairly fast, is demand for traditional education in

traditional schodls.-

!)
1

"Indeeb, the fastest - growing industry in America today may be the

continuing professional education of,highly schooled midcareer

adults. Much of it takes place outside the education establishment

-- through companies, hospitals, and government bureaus that run

courses for managerial and professional employees; or through-

management associations and trade associations. Meanwhile, any

number of private entrepreneurs are organizing seminars and courses,

producing training films and audiotapes, and otherwise taking

adxantage of growth opportunities that university faculties shy away

from.

"The demand for continuing education does not take the form that

most observers, including this writer, originally expected -- namely

'Great books' classes for adults wanting to learn about thejlumanities,

the arts, the 'life of the mind.' We face instead an all but insatiable

demand'for advanced professional education: In engineering and /

medicine, ivaccounting and journalism, in law, and in admtnistration

and Tanayement.

"Yet the mature adults who come back for such studies also demand

what teachers of professional subjects.are so rarely able to supply:

S 5
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a humanistic perspective that can integrate'advanced professibnal and

technical knowledge into'a broader universe of experience and learping.

Since these new studentsjalSo need unconventional hours -- evenings,

weekends, or high- intensity courses that cram a semester's work into

two weeks -- their demands for learning pose a vague but real threat

to academe. Academe's standard response -- producing new Ph.D.'s for

a new-'department' -- is roughly comparable to restyling tie buggy

whip for leadership in the new market for 'horseless carriages.'

"The greatest challenge to edlicators is likely to come fi-om our new
4

opportunities for diversity. We now have the chance to apply the

basic findings of psychological, developmental, and educationa'

research over the last 100 years: namely, that no one,educational

Pr'
method fits all children."

And, of course, neither does any one method of either education

or assessment fit all adu4s. And'this brings us back tb the first

area I would 'like tO discuss: the pssessment of life experience or

non-traditional study.

1. Assetsment in Non-Traditional Study

To illustrate an approach to this area -- assessment of life

experiences or non-traditional study -- a little history of some

work that we at ETS have been engaged in over the past two or three

decades may be useful.

r

During the.1960s 'my colleagues and I had been watching the emergence

of non-traditiodal study, among gther innovative trends and developments

6
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ideas,that in many cases required new foris of itssessment if they

were' to ,Wor. Our job is to work with the e-teachfng institutions to
,,

devise assessmest7procedures that fit the new way''ef teaching and

learning -- that grow riytttout of them rather than fitting awkwardly

or in any way constraining the educational prcic.ess itself. affiless

that is done,the forms of measurement can have a deadening effect

on educational innovation. Nothing could be more unfortunate. It

' is imperative that assessment methojS'.be found that will encourage

flexibility rather thah impe de it.

f'

Because of that belief, ETS had worked fon many years to explore

with'the teachiny institutions a variety of ways in which competency

can be measured without any-presc+iption as to the nature of the

learning process that brought it about. Eleven years Ago, ETS

became especially active in the whole field, of non-traditional study

through stimulating the formation of a nationwide'Commission on

ton-Traditional Study which did its' work in the early 1970s.

As that CAMmion explored the potential of the non-traditional

.movement, it recognized that assessment is a critical and underdeveloped

aspect of unconventionalprogramS. Indeed, at the time I said "I

see assessment as the key to the success or failure of the whole

-non-traditional experiment, because the assessment procedures must

be strony enough to satisfy and inform the student'and the teacher,

and strong enough too to carry what I call 'third party credibility.'

This is what it so often lacks, but what it must achieve.

7
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"Assessment_in experiential learning.is likely to make relatively

slight use of anything recognizable as tests, I suspect. Rather, it

may take the form of evaluative procedures described in some detail'

and followed'carefuliy, so that the absent third party has a basis

.for reposing confidence in the equity and relevance of the result.

If we can together devise such proceduresiyeared intimately to the

underlying educational experiences, make them explicit, and see

that they gain widespread understanding, the cause of educational

flexibility based on recognition of competency will be well served

and the purposes of ETS\will have been fulfilled."

And indeed we found that the assessment could be accomplished with

some rigor in ways that, hundreds of institutions are now applying,

especially with students who are based off-campus. Some of the

techniques are anything but new: essay exams, performance tests,

interviews, ratings, objective written Jests. Others involve

simulations, assessment centers, and Product assessment, self-assessment,

and the assembly of "portfolios" in which the individual could

collect, analyze and display his or her accomplishments. Our gal

was to find ways to adapt these methods to nontraditional education

with sufficient reliability and validity to serve asa solid base

for assessment and the awarding of credit. The widespread acceptance

of resulting iechhiques suggests that faculties and administrators
t

0

findothem helpful. f

1t
The point I am making in this bri

\
recital of the methods we

explored or 'developed is that in-non-tradi ional education the assessment
. t

.



=method selected,and the Prticular data'yathered are cWosen with an

overall educational perspective but in such a way as to maximize attention

to the special accomplishment of the indiyidual along dimensions unique

to him or her. We must, however, be able tb certify to the equivalency,

with regard to "importaril and common educational objectives, of highly

disparate experiences of different individuals. I do not believe we know

z
how to do so with the precision. that can be brought to the equating -of .

scores on parallel tests, for example, but I think the effort was quite

successful in achieving a usefdl level of stability and comparability:

But I'do believe that deriving the specific nature and dimensions of

accomplishment to be assessed from the unique'experiences oftphe individual

is fundamental if we are to do justice to individual assessment in

contrast.to common practice thljt/ increasingly requires testing of all

Andlioduals on the same dimensions and on common group measures.

The area of experiential is now being looked at with

special intensity, in the United States at least, in the case of women

1,

who are often termed "non-working" because nobody is paying 'them: mothers

doing the work of the home. Listen, to the words of,Gr4de Hechinger,.
'I #

appearing in Newsweek, May 11, under,the' ironic,title "Happy Mother's

'Mother's job hls no status in a society 'Mich rewards the

single-minded pursuit'of money'and success...
0--

. .

"Furthermore, mother has no cre4ent44-n.' She is an unpaid amateur,

an?this gives her low status in a society obsessed with professional,

certified expertise. Whatever it's past benefits, the professionalization'

lb,
4



child, care:ftas had the demeaning side effect of reducing mother

to a bewildered consumer of expert (and often contradictory) advice.

The glory has yone.to an everipereasing army of experts -- pediatricians,

psychologists and social workers -- who have defined her job in

terms >i their1own special doctrines and ptejudices. 'Mother no

longer-knows best.

B ause it is done free and done by women, mother's work should not

be devalued. But we all (snow it is. Can our society ever respect a

service freely yjven?

"Although nearly everyone feels qualified to kludge other people's

children-, there are no effective yardsticks by which to measure the

quality of a mother's work. frid there is no way of placing a

monetary value qn the art of bringing up children or of transferring

skills needed to raise children to the 'outside'world of work."

irate Hechinger.'.s concern is apparent and basically correct. I

thought, however, that you would be interested in knowing-of the work of

Ruth Ekstrom of the ETS staff, whose specific, interest is in remedying,

the lack that Mrs. Hechinger finds: i.e., finding ways of transferring

skills learned and practiced by women working in the home to the outside

world of-iiibrk.

Dr:'Ekstrom's research is only now becoming knowh. Letme quote a

brief non-technical account that appeared three months ago in The Washington

Post, by writer Carol Krucofff under the title "CAREERS: Making Life-Work

Experiences Pay Off.":.

10
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"Barbara .Sudler landed'a job as directof Historic Denver, Inc.,

'on the strength of administrative experience from homemaking and

volunteer work.

"Elizabeth Mohr drew on 164year; of volunteer experience -- foDwith

the Atlanta Public Library -- to be come its public information

officer.

1P

"PatriciaBashaw combined paid work experienc a'teacher and

.volunteer work skills to become an industrial-relations representative

for Memorex in California, where she runs training and management-

development programs..

"These three successstories are cited in a new workbook fdr women

who want to change careers, enter or return to paid work after

spending time as homemakers and volunteers. fris designed to help

identify skills learned outsidithe workforce and match them with

paid jobs.

"Jut as hundreds of colleges ndigive academic credit for life-woi-k

experience,' says author Ruth Ekstrom, ',we want employers to.gpe-

women credit for the skills they have developed as hothemakert,

mothers, community organizers and Volunteer workers."

4

Ek.strom, a'researcher at Educational Testing Service in New Jersey,

says "many women have trouble finding work or settle for being

-
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underemployed because they underrate and undervalue their Awn

experience.

"A woman may say, !Oh, I!ve just done a little volunteer work for .

the Sierra Club,.!, when, in fact, she may have investigated the

.,environmental impact Of something, reviewed legislation, drafted a

. sample bill and lobbied for passage. Those are highly marketable

I

"Or they will focus on the setting in which they worked, rather than

k the skills they learned. For example, if a woman says she volunteered

41

for the Red Cross, you imagine,her toting bedpans. Whatsha didn't

say, but should have, is that she headed-a

fund - raising campaign. .

"Women also tend to narrdw their sights to.traditional !womees

jobs," she says. "But some of the best opportunities are in non-
..

traditional work, where employers are 'actively seeking.women, and ,

the pay is much better.

"A woman who's been working on the family car should constder'

mechanics. If a secretary i.s great at fixing the office copier, she

should look into officemachine repair. Someone who!s got a green

thumb may yet a-job,with a company that maintains plants, in orfice

building."

12
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The new workbook was developed as part of Project HAVE (Homemaking.

and Volunteer) Skills, supported bpa grant from the United Statei

Department dig Educat.ion. uprentlyis being ultd'and evaluated

.6y several dolen.wOmen!s'centers, says Ekstrom, who hope aTevised

version will be available to tht pplic next fall.

Hen advice for re-entry women, or those wbo want to change Careers:

1.4bList all work yove done. Think back over everything

'yOu:ve done as a parent, volunteer and comMunity ber and include

everything from planning and cooking meals to serving on tenants',

groups'or:wallpapering the bathroom. DoKt forget education and

paid work.

2: List(thethings,people say you!re good at. 'DorAgm-bake

. fit
14.

,, the beS't beans in- town, have a perfectly balanced checkbook, listen-

-v

well and give gdbd advice?
4

3. Group items on your list intorelated categories. Balancing

the family budget, preparing your tax return and servin4 'as treasurer.

of the PTA all inVolve financial management. Some o er categdrie

maybe:-. health care, public relations/communicaliOns teaChlng, arts/

crafts, sales/fdrid-raising, clothing/rextiles, mechanical/technical."

Those are steps that Dr. Ekstrom advocates for women before investigating

job possit*ities,whither they plan to apply on their own or use the

.
services of an occupational counselor. The point to be 'empliasized'is

it-hat the Ekstrom approach dei-ives the dimensions of accomplishment to be

assessed from the interests and background of the Individual rather than

from a predeterminedllist of characteristics to be measured.

,Sp 13
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2. More Complete Information to the Student

Another area in which the individual has, often seemed submerged

within tht gro4 is in the reporting-of test scores. For'some time

I have felt that more complete information can and should be provided

to the individual-"Student, and increasingly we are incorpuating,in

the score report material. going to each student, information about

'how that individual performed on the test as well as the,score'that

he or she obtained.

There is nothing new,of1ourse, about diagnostiCScoring and

reporting: the procedures are routine in many testing services and

program, especiAlly those intended to serve instructional purposes

in the classroom. It has not been customary, however, at least in

the'United States, to provide detailed information to the studen in

the case of large-scale nationwide external` testing programs,i elided t

prima-V for 'agministrative.purposeS, especially *lection f9r

11111collet' or scholarship awards.

A A fairly straightforward example is the.case of the Preliminary,
I.

, Scholastic Aptifude Test of the College Board, used in part as a

z

I

component of the National Merit Scholarship Qualifying program. For

the.PSAT we used to report to e4ch'student simply the two scores

obtlined -- verbal and mathematical -- as scaled scores, together

with norms tables. Since the,program is a large tone, given to about

1,300,000 students each year and reported on 4:1 tight schedule, the

bare bones report of individual scaled score performance together

4

14
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with a general interpretive booklet -- the same for everyone

.explaining the nature of the test seemed to be about the b,itst we

could do.

'a.Last year, however, we found we could o. littje more. The new .

system adopted in OctOber, 1980 returns he test book and keyed )

answers to the school and the student. The individual report shows

the student'not only the answers keyed as,correct but also the

..student's raw scores as well asi.scaled scores, the way the latter

are cOmputed, the conversion tables used, and the reasons for using

scaled rather than raw scores'im most reporting. It is a simple

*matter to have the computer,tally andr rt to each student the

number of items that he or she got rig , number wroflg, Number

omitted and number not reached, and to break those numbers down

according to type of question, content of question and difficulty

Jevel.

The expanded score reports of course require more interpretive

material to help the students understand -the derivation and possible

$ignificanj of the additiohal data:and there were some.who feared

we Would be overwhelming them. By means of a questionnaire:and

student interviews, however, we found that the additional de4til was

extremely popular with counselors and with the intended primary

audience, the students. They seemed to feel that we had taken the4

trouble to try to answer their very basic but very general question:'

"How did I do?"

15
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These steps toward_ richer information for individual students merely

_scratch the surface, of course. More of the narrative statements

clarifying individual- performance can be printed ,by the computer on

each individual report and keyed td the constellation of performance,

indicerrelated to the particular student's work product -- the

respons'es on the-answer sheet. Such verbal reports and interpretive

statements are being-used in smaller programs.
S

One reason for my interest in seeing testing or assessment programs-
.

-- even the largest, and perhaps especially the largest -- stress more
.

complete inform/Uon to the individual iiny long-'standing concern with

what I have talled "student centered assessment,"

In a 197b paper entitled "Power to the Person" I noted that the

title, was not dr,(ri fran any social or political movement but rather that

it grew."... from the view that education must be person-centered, that

the critical ;choices in education, at mall things, are best made by the
q

4.n 0

individuag who has to lfVe"With then} aft that the results of measurement

can and should be used to help learner/ take charge of their le'arning and

hence of their lives.

"The'main job of parents is to make themselves unnecessary, and

the main job of the schools is to help develop self-sufficient people ...

The systematic develoRment of a person's ability to manage effectively

and exercise his Or her individpality'...-Lisj... a central responsibility

of education."

*

ETS Annual Report, Educational Testing Service, 1976.

16
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for improving our assessment of the ihdividual in a system shapid and

daninated by
o
group processes. One of the most Promising avenues is seen

-15.-

If this goal is to be realized, it is,clear that the resultS'of assessment

An learn-thy, whether formal or non-formal, must be communicated Cle rly

to all students, together with the aids necessary for the interpretation

of those results.

There is no time in, this paper to explore other exciting prospects

tt

in the-growth of computer - assisted testing, variously called by other names

such as adaptive testing or tailored testing, in which the student's

performance on a series of items determines the selection of the next

item to be presented. My-purpose today, however, is to lay stress not on.

the plissibilities that art available in an automated society, which may

be closer to or farther from attainment in different partsorthe world,

but 'to speak of teChniqUes that minimize the need for high technology;;

are readily available, and are now being applied.

Any adequate discussion of th broad topic implied by the tile

of my paper would give equal time o the special needs of group measurement,

defining the grodp as a class or whole country orspnything )4 between.

We suffer much from the fact that typically we apply measures designed

for individual assessment to problems in which the real need is for a set

S

of descriptors of group performance -- a task which could be performed

more fully and much more.efficiently through matrix sampling or other

techniques designed.specifically forthe purpose.

The'primary measurement and evaluation issue to be addressed

today, however, is the'needftr special attention to improved assessment

of the individual. That's almost always the assessment issue that

needs first attention, in education both formal and non-formal.
f.
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